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the common retail cost when exclusively delega디ng a retailer to 
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the increasing payoff to the retailer. 
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I. Introduction 

This paper examines whether the manufacturer should observe 

the common retail cost when exclusively delegating a retailer to sell 

her goods. We 와lalyze 안le manufacturer's decision on observations 
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of the common reta11 cost when she Is unaware of the cost in 
advance. We clarify the manner ln whlch observation of the retail 
cost affects sales proftt 와ld 삼le manufacturer's private payoff. 

According to the agency theory, asymmeσic lnformation results in 
a princlp외 ha찌ng to pay lnformation rent to her agent ln order to 
elicit private infonnation; the principal’s expected private payoff in 
this case Is less than that under complete lnformation. However, 

when multiple reta11ers face market competition, lnteraction among 
agents affects the expected private payoff. We examlne whether 
private lnformation leads to an lncrease ln 야le expected private 
payoff lf market competiUon Is allev1ated under asymmetr1c lnformation. 

Applying the agency theory under adverse selection , we compare 
the expected sum of proflts between the manufacturer and the 
ret려ler as well as the manufacturer's expected private payoff, 

Focusing on the optimal exclusive contract that the manufacturer 
offers to her retailer, we analyze the manufacturer's decislon on the 
obseπation of the common retail cost. We clarlfy whether or not 
the manufacturer observes the cost before offering the contract. 

This paper 밍l외yzes the distr1butional structure wherein retailers 
possess common private infonnation. We show that a greater 
expected total profit between the manufacturer and the reta11er c없1 

be obtained when the fonner does not observe the cost, regardless 
of the degree of infonnational asymmetry. Nevertheless, we show 
that the manufacturer cannot acquire the expected private payoff, 
regar버ess of the optim외 contract. Althou맹 the commitment to not 
observe the cost allev1ates market competition and leads to an 
increase in the total profit, the manufacturer must always pay 
more information rent to the retailer than the increasing payoff. 
The result describes a conflict of lnterests w1th regard to lnf01mation 
shar1ng between the parties engaged ln excluslve dealing. 

Thls paper Is closely related to the study of the delegation g없ne， 

which lnvestigates the situation whereln the pr1ncip려 strategically 
delegates an agent. In the exis디ng literature, Fershtman and Judd 
(1987) dealt w1th thls delegation game under Cournot qu없Üity 

competition. They showed that a Pareto-effic1ent outcome appears 
as the equilibr1um of the game. Thelr concluslon su잃ests that 
delegating an agent enables 야le pr1nclpal to take any actions 
chosen by the agent and the outcome of such colluslon can be 
atta1ned under the Cournot duopolistic competition. In particular, 
the obseπabU1ty of the contract, which Is stipulated on the agent’s 
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action. functions as a means of cornmitment. Fershtman. Judd. 
밍ld Kalai (1991) have presented a s1milar conclusion. They 와1외.yzed 

the contractual en찌ronment in which the contract is unobservable 
없ld show that the delegation may obtain a Pareto-efficient outcome 
even if the contract is not public. 1 

This paper refers to the delega디on g없ne with respect to this role 
of commitment. In our paper. the rival’s contract is unobservable. 
The ques디on of whether to observe private information functions as 
a means of commitment to the output chosen by the agent. This 
commitment affects the princip외’s expected private payoff. The 
existing literature on the delegation g없ne deals with an issue 
similar to the present one. in 야le sense 단lat the principal’S 
commitment influences the expected private payoff. Nevertheless. 
our result differs from that of the delega디on game. In this paper. 
the principal cannot increase the expected private payoff by 
committing to strategic려ly not observe the cost under 밍1y contract. 
to delegate an agent whose cost 1s unknown. 
깐lis paper is also related to 삼le argument of strate명c ignor밍lce 

in which the player chooses not to collect infonnation. Kessler 
(1998) describes the strategic ignorance of an agent with regard to 
infonnation collection before the establishment of a contract. Kessler 
(1 998) focuses on the strate핑c ignorance of an agent. while this 
paper focuses on that of the principa1. 

In the existing literature that analyzes exclusive dealing under 
asymmetric information. Martimort (1996) compares exclusive de려ing 

with common agency in the context of adverse selection. He deals 
with the trade-off between the distortion of incentive. which is 
caused by the interference of multiple principals under a common 
agency. and coordination failure of the final market compe디tion 
under exclusive de려ing. Our analysis is based on his adverse 
selection mode1. Likewise. Bemheim and Whinston (1 998) examine 
whether exclusive de려ing controls the degree of compe디tion in the 
context of moral hazard. They analyze the distortion of incentives 
and the existence of extemalities that occur when multiple 
manufacturers offer conσacts to the1r retailers. 

The remainder of this paper 1s org밍lized as follows: Section II 

1 Caillaud. Jullien. and Picard (1995) are representa디ves of the articles 
that analyze the delegatlon game under the oligopoly game. See also 
Caillaud and Rey (1 995) for the survey on strate잉c delegatlon. 
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introduces the model. Section III derlves the optimal contract and 
compares 야le expected profits w1th respect to cost observation. 
Section IV presents 야le concludlng remarks. 

11. Model 

We describe the exc1uslve de외ing between a manufacturer and a 
reta11er under common retaU cost. Two manufacturers lndependently 
search for a reta11er ln order to delegate hlm to sell thelr products 
exc1uslvely. They choose one 없nong m와ly potential reta11ers before 
the common retail cost Is known to 암le reta11ers. Thereafter, the 
manufacturer (principal: Pt. t = 1,2) offers an exclusive sales contract 
to her retailer (agent: AJ. The retailer decides whether to accept the 
offered contract. Mter accepting the contract, 야le re ta11er sells the 
manufacturer's products excluslvely in the markeL We model the 
market competition under the Cournot duopoly. 

Each retailer utilizes one unlt of wholesale goods that is 
purchased from the manufacturer in order to sell one unit of final 
goods. Since the retailer Is essentlal for accomplishlng the sales 
activity, the manufacturer c없1 never completely sell goods on her 
own. 

Before being offered the conσact ， AI Is aware of the common 
margin외 retail cost, (J, whlch Is consldered as a type of retail cost. 
πle princlp외 Is unaware of the type of retail cost when chooslng 

the agent. Mter P1 chooses one agent among 삼le m없ly potential 
retailers, PI can choose whether to observe (J before offerlng a 
contract to thls retailer. When chooslng to observe (J, she can 
stipulate the implementable contract that is based on (J. If P1 

chooses not to observe 0 , she Is unaware of the type of reta11 cost 
when offerlng a contract. In this unobservable case, the princlpal 
forecasts that the 양pe of reta11 cost follows a certain probability 
dlstrlbution. We assume that thls probability dlstrlbution Is differ
entiable almost everywhere, and the cumulative dlstrlbution and 
density functlon are denoted by F( (J) and fi 0 ), (J E [ f1. ' δ) ， respec
tively. This distrtbution Is common knowledge for the princip려s and 
agen녕. We assume a monotone hazard rate condition (MHRC) , which 
Is d(F( (J )/fi (J))/ d (J > 0 때d d(F( (J )/fi (J))/ d (J = 1 for (J = β . L1 (J 三 6-jg.

The princlp려 offers a sales contract to this retailer, which 
stlpulates the non-linear tr없lsfer tl(ql) depending on the wholesale 
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qu와ltity. This implies that the payment ti from the agent depends 
on the quantity of sales qi. It is supposed that a contract, t,(qi) is 
made in secret for a rival pair, (I], 떼. The rival pair cannot view 
the contents of this contract. 

Without 10ss of gener외ity， we focus on the direct σuth-telling 
mechanism, (q(( eL), ι(eL))， whereby the quantity of sales 없ld pay
ment are self-selected by the agent by reporting the private 
information. 1his is attributed to 삼le reve1a디on prtncip1e. The contract 
is represented by functions from the type of retail cost reported by 
Ai to Pi to the sales level 밍ld tr없lsfer. 

lt is noteworthy 야lat P, cannot draw the contract based on 야le 
quan디ty of sa1es ~ chosen by AJ. This implies that the rival 
infOl mation cannot be verified. In the unobservab1e case, after 
collecting information ex post by using the reve1ation principle, the 
principal cannot increase her expected private payoff by adding any 
infOl mation acquired ex post through the contract. ln other words , 

야le principal commits to the ex ante contract. 
When choosing to observe the type of retail cost, the manufacturer 

can 려ways determine the true type 와ld designate the sales level 
and transfer in accordance with it. Otherwise, the manufacturer 
makes her retailer report the 낀rpe of retail cost 없ld re1ates the 
sales level and transfer to this reported type under the direct 
truth-telling contract. 

Mter Ai reports ei , the qu없ltity of sales, qi( e;) , 밍ld 야le tr밍lsfer ， 

ti( 6l} , are implemented- Almough Aj SiI11111taneously reports gl , the 
rival’s report is not known to the manufacturer until 야le retailer 
begins selling the products. For the purpose of simplification , we 
denote the ex post sales profit as πi(qi ，~; 6) , which is identical 와ld 

quasilinear 와ld depends on the sales qu밍l디ties (qi ，~) and the 
common margin려 retail cost e. 

The manufacturer produces goods with no cost and her utility is 
identical. P i ma잉mizes the transfer ti from the retailer. Accepting 
the offered contract. the agent is guaranteed more than the 
reservation utility nonnalized by O. The retailers sell the goods to 
customers at a common mar.횡nal retail cost e. The ex post payoff 
of the agent is m(qdA)，이에); 떠 -tt{&). 

We specify the functional form , 따ld the inverse demand function 
is denoted by 

p(Q)=I-bQ, Q=ql+q2. (1) 
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FIGURE 1 
THE TIMING OF THE GAME 

It Is assumed that 1> e. The ex post total profit of (P"A ,) Is as 
follows: 

7η (ql ，(/j; e ) = (p - e)qt = (1 - 8)ql - bql2 - bqt(/j. (2) 

F1n외ly， we descrlbe the 디mlng of the game. 

O. PI chooses 없1 agent among many potential retailers. 
1. AI Is aware of the type of retail cost, e. 
2. P, decldes whether to observe e. 
3. P1 offers the contract (ql( 에，tt( 에) slmultaneously 밍ld noncoop

eratively. 
4. AI decldes whether to accept the contract slmultaneously and 

noncooperat1vely. If A, denles the contract, At obtains a reser
vation payoff. 

5. AI reports the 인pe θ to P" and the sales quantity q,( 0 ,) and 
the payment t,( 8,) are Implemented. 

The Umlng of the game Is shown In F1gure 1. 깐le solu t1on 
concept follows the perfect Bayeslan equilibrlum. 

In the fl이low1ng section , we compare two dlfferent cases of 
whether the prlnclpal observes the type of retail cost In the second 
stage. 

111. Derivation of Output and S a1es Profit in Equilibrium 

A. πle Observable Case 

We derlve an equilibrlum output and sales profit In the case In 
whlch P, observes 8 before offerlng the contract. Due to the lack of 
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asymmetric information, the principal can deprive her agent of the 
overall maximized sales profit without paying the information rent. 
The principal takes into consideration only the participation constraint 
of her agent 하ld maximizes the sales profit. The optimal contract 
that should be offered by Pi can be obtained by solving the 
ma성mization problem. 

max ti( e) S. t. 껴(qi( e) ，에(e);e)-ti(e) 는0 γe. (3) 
(q,( e ).~( e )J 

The participation constraint in (3) binds, that is , tt( e ) = π(q，( e). 
C1J( θ); e). 

The manufacturer's expected private payoff in the first stage is 

Eμ(e) 르 J; ti( e)j( e )de. 2 (4) 

The principal ma생mizes the expectation of πi(qi( e ).<1;( e); e) on e 

wi단1 respect to qi( e). The reaction function satisfies the following 
first-order condition (f.o.c.): 

dπi(qi ，CJj ( e); e) 
= 1-b(qi+ CJj) - e - bqi = O. 

dqt 
(5) 

The reaction function , q, =qi(CJj( e); e) , can be obtained as follows: 

qi =qi(CJj( e); e) =과(1- e -bCJj( e)) (6) 

By solving the intersection of the reaction functions of At and Aj, 

we obtain the equilibrium output. By symmetry, qO( 8) 三qf(e) 三 q~( 8). 

n. _, 1- e 
qu(6)=----

3b 

The equilibrium output evidently decreases with e. 

(7) 

Next, we calculate the expected total sales profit, which is equal 
to the manufacturer's expected private payoff. The final profit of 
(P;.Atl obtained after e is known is given by 

0 , ~ , 0 , ~， n' (1- e )2 
πt(qÏ( e ),CJjV( e); e) = ,- n~' . (8) 

2 E denotes the operator of expectation on (). (i denotes the variance of (). 
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πle ex 없1te expected profit of (P"AI) when e Is unknown Is 밍ven by 

(9) 

Under the unlfonn distrlbutlon. the expected profit Is as fo11ows: 

( 10) 

B. The Unobseroable Case 

We derlve the equilibrlum output and sales profit ln the case ln 
whlch P1 does not observe 8 when offerlng 야le contract. Due to 
asymmetrlc lnfonuatlon. a confllct of lnterests occurs. We derlve the 
optlmal contract from the dlrect truth-telling contract offered by P1• 

First. let us conslder the lncentlve compatibility (IC) constraint of 
the agent. Belng aware of the type of cost. AI maximlzes the 
realized payoff on 8. The payoff. when AI reports ê" Is denoted as 
fo11ows: 

UI( ed 8) 三 πI(ql( el).~( ÐJ); Ð) - tl( 81). 
) ’ 

l ‘ ‘ 
1 
l 
i 

( 

Glven the truth-telling contract of the rival agent. the IC constraint 
can be wrltten as fo11ows: 

8 E argm찢이 πI(ql( 81).~( 8); 8) - tl( 81)1. 
u, (1 2) 

It Is supposed that q‘(8) and tl( 8) are contlnuously differentiable. 
Rewrlting (1 2) lnto the f.o.c. yields the fo11o때ng: 

aUI(8d 8) 

ae‘ 
dπI(ql( e ).~( 8): 8) 

&-8=dl(6) I -tl{6)=0.3 (1 3) 

Differentlatlng the lnfonnatlon rent of AI from (1 1) yields 삼le 
f이10뼈ng: 

aUI(ed 8) 
U1( 0) = 

ae‘ 
+ aUl(19t | 6 ) 

b‘-0 ae 
= πUi + πu4;( 0) 

(1 4) 

= -(1 +bψ(O))ql(O)<O ， 4 

3 q((1) and ψ( 01 denote the derlvative on e. 
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The first terrn of (14) , π!8 ， is the standard effect that is found on 
the usual principal-agent model. The second tenn, π패， is referred 

to as the competing contract effect, which is derived by the effect 
that its own op디m려 output level is influenced by the market 
competition when the rival changes its output level. This effect 

causes a reduction in output <Ii and increases the second source of 
야le agent’s rent. 

The infonnation rent decreases with respect to 8. U ,( 8) < O. qi( e) 

and U;( 8) are negative. Since Ui ( 8 ) < O. the par디cipation constraint 
binds only if 8 = 8. that is, U，( θ) = O. The derivation is shown in the 
Appendi:x. 

The op디mal contract to be solved by P, in the second stage is as 
follows: 

{q，짧옆8ll J$ ‘ πi(q，( 8 ),C1J( 8); 8) - U!( 8 )}j( 8 )d8, (1 5) 

S. t. 

U!( 8) = - (1 + bct( 8 ))qi( 8). (1 6) 

U!( 8) = o. (1 7) 

The objective function of (15) can be replaced as J:I π， (q，( 8 ).C1J( 8); 
8 )+ 다(8 )(F( 8 )If( 8 ))}j( 8 )d8 by using the p않tial inte용ration fonnula. 

The f. o.c. is 

F( 8) 
!-b(qi(8)+ C1J(8))- 8 -bqi(8)-(1+bCÏi(8)) ~;:: =0. (18) 

f(8) 

The reaction function. qt‘= q!U(<Ii( 8); 8 ), is 

F( 8) 
qF=qF(@u(6); 6)=---(1-V( 6)-bt(6)-b함(8 )τrτ-; 

2b 

F( 8) 
V(e) 三 e+_:-:. 

f(8) 

(1 9) 

V( 8 ) denotes the virtual type of retail cost. By solving 단le 

intersection of the reaction functions. we can obtain the equilibrium 

4 π，1) (resp. π-u) denotes the derivatives of πi with regard to e (resp. CJJ). 
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output ln the unobservable case. The equilibrium output. qU( 8) 三
q1U( 8) =야( 8 ). satisfies the fo11o삐ng equation: 

qU(8)=T감\3 [J: (f({l Hl- (I)-F({I))F(éI )2d8 ). 8e(a , 8l. (20) 

When 8=~. qU(~)=q.(ít) by (19). Under MHRC. the output decreases 
wi삼1 8. The derivation Is 명ven ln 앙le Appendlx. 

Under unlform dlstribution. 

2(1- β)-3(8- .8) 
qF(6); 6b (21) 

For any 인pe of cost to make posltive sales. L1 8 르 2/3(I -Q) Is a 
necessary conditlon. 

Next. we calculate the expected total sales profl t. We conflne the 
argument pertalnlng to the comparlson of profit under unlfonll 
dlstrlbuUon. The final proflt of (Pi.Ai) Is as follows: 

u .... , \ ... \ (1- ~ )[2 (1 - ~) - 3( 8 - Q)) 
πi(qt( 8 ).q/( éI); 81= 

18b 

The ex ante profit of (Pi.Ail Is as follows: 

(22) 

(23) 

In the unobservable case. the expected private payoff of Pi c!lffers 
from the expected to떠1 profit due to the lnformation rent 덩Ui( 8) 
j{ 8 )d8. By paπial lntegration 뻐d Ul(6)=-(3(1- 9)-(1- Q))/12b 
under unlform distrtbution. the lnfolmation rent Is as follows: 

(24) 

Therefore. the manufacturer's ex ante expected prlvate payoff is 
as follows: 

E[ π'((q(U( 8 ).qr( éI); 8 ))- J: U(( 8 )f( e )de 

= 」←I4(1- 0)2-6(1- g)46 +3(40)2l· 
(25) 
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C. Comparison 01 the Expected profits 

We examine the m없mer in which the observation by the m없lU

facturer influences the equilibrium sales output. Comparing (7) wi야1 

(2이， the following lemma is derived. 

Lemma 1 
The output level when the manufacturer observes the cost is more 

than that when she does not observe it under 없1y types. That is , 

qO( e) 는 qU(θ) ， eE[~ ， e]. (26) 

The equality holds only if θ = g . 

Proof: Refer to the Appendix. 
The result does not depend on the uniformiψ of the distribution. 
This result is similar to 삼lat suggested by the usual principal 

agent theory. It is desirable for the princip머 to make the most 
efficient agent select the same efficient action under complete 
information as under asymmeσic information. As the cost becomes 
less efficient, the principal makes less efficient agents sell fewer 
products in order to reduce the information rent paid to the more 
efficient agents. As a result, market competition can be alle、liated

by underprovision under Coumot qu없ltity competition. 
We proceed to compare the ex post expected total profit and the 

manufacturer's expected private payoff under both the observab1e 
and unobservable cases. 

The expected total profit under the observable (resp. unobservable) 
case is shown by (1이 (resp. (23)). We define the difference between 
the expected profits as L1 Eπ드 E[ π't (qt ( e ),ClJ( e); e )]-E[ πt(qiU( e ),ClJU

( e); 
e)] 없ld this difference is as follows: 

” ” a 
v 
-

-, ‘ 
3 A O d 4 

M 

-
빠
 

-
π
 

E 4 (27) 

By (27) , L1 E π드 o holds if 0드 L1 e ~3/4(l- fl). By (21) , L1 e 드 2/3(1 

- f1) is a necessary condition in order to satisfy qtU ( e ) 능 O. As the 
ar밍lment is confined to positive s려es ， we consider the range of 0 ~ 
L1 e ~ 2/3(1- f1) as the proper range of L1 e. In this r없1ge of 
informational asymmetry, the 1i이1m찌ng proposi디on is derived. 
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Proposition 1 

Suppose that 와ly 양pe of cost enables pos1tlve sales under uniform 
distributlon. The expected total profit under the unobservable case 
is always greater than that under the observable case, regardless of 
the degree of infonnatlonal asymmetIy , that Is, .1 Eπ<0. 

Proof: π1is Is a d1rect consequence of (27) , which Is 1mmediately 
obtained from (1이 and (23). 

This propos1tion 1mplies that nonobservance of the common retail 
cost results 1n greater expected total sales profit than 1n cases 
where 1t was observed. It Is better to be unaware of the cost. 
Greater expected profit can be attained because market competltlon 
can be alleviated by offering a contract that enforces underprovis10n 
on the retailer due to the reductlon of infoI111atlon rent. 

Next, we compare the manufacturer's expected private payoff. 
This payoff under the observable (resp. unobservable) case Is shown 
by (1이 (resp. (25)) ‘ We define the difference Jn the manufac때rer’S 

expected prlvate payoff by .1 EπM， whlch Is .1 EπM= .1Eπ+J때(e) 
fl e )de. By (1이 and (23) , .1 EπM under unlform d1str1butlon 려n be 
wrltten as fo l1ows: 

L1EπM= .1 8 
:.:. [6(l -8)-5 L1 8). 

108b 

The fc이low1ng proposltlon Is derived from (28). 

Proposition 2 

(28) 

Suppose that any ψpe of cost enables pos1tive sales under 
unlform dlstr1butlon. The manufacturer's expected prlvate payoff 
under the unobservable case is always smaller t.han that under the 
observable case, regar버ess of the degree of Infollnatlonal asymmetry, 
that Is . .1 E씬 >0. 

Proof: π11s Is a direct consequence of (28) , wh1ch Is directly 
obtained from (1이 and (25). 

Thls propos1tlon 1mplies that t.he manufacturer cannot acquire a 
greater expected private payoff when not observing the prlvate 
Informatlon , even If the expected total sales profit Increases , as 
shown by Proposltion 1. Although Ignorance of pr1vate Informatlon 
leads to an lncrease 1n the total profit, the manufaclurer cannot 
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recover this increased gain wi삼1 없ly optima1 contracts. 
Market competition can be alleviated by underprovision , as shown 

by Lemma 1. When the manufacturer does not observe the common 
retail cost, there exists a competition effect by which there is a 
decline in the infonnation rent paid to the retailer. As a result, 삼le 
incentive for the agent to lie to the principal is lessened because 
the retailers face market compe디.tion ， which in tum transmits the 
infonnation indirectly. Thus , the infonnation rent paid for the 
common retail cost decreases. However, the manufacturer cannot 
acquire a greater expected private payoff by being unaware of the 
type of retail cost because the retailer deprives the manufacturer of 
the increased profit share acquired by alleviation of market 
competition. Even if market compe디디on is alleviated due to 
underprovision, 야le infonnation rent paid to the retailer a1ways 
exceeds this 밍띠compe디tive gain. 

IV. Concluding Remarks 

We examine whether it is desirable for the manufacturer to 
observe the common retail cost under adverse selection when each 
manufacturer exclusively delegates the retailer to sell her goods. 
Our result shows that the commitment to not observe the common 
retail cost ex ante increases the total sales profit between the 
manufacturer and the retailer because it alleviates market competition; 
the manufacturer can then never recover more private payoffs from 
this increased total profit, regar버ess of the optima1 contract. 

our result e꽤1밍ns the conflict of interests with regard to infonnation 
sharing on cost under the distributiona1 structure, when the 
manufacturer exclusively delegates a retailer to sell her products. 
This is 밍1 ex:밍nple of the Prisoner’s Dilemma about observation on 
cost by manufacturers. This result is in contrast with that of the 
delega디on g:없ne. 깐le existing literature on the delegation game 
shows that 없1y outcome desired by the princip허 can be attained 
by delegating an agent because delegation results 1n the set디ng of 
밍1 objective for the agent. which is different from profit maximization. 
Our result shows that the principal prefers to directly control the 
agent by reinforctng the observation of fue agenf’s private infonnation. 
even if delegation occurs. As a result. 려삼lOUgh 삼le manufacturer's 
expected private payoff increases. fue total sales profit decreases. 
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When multiple manufacturers make an excluslve contract with 
their respectlve retailers , informatlonal asymmetry between the 
manufacturers and the retailers characterizes the optlm려 contract 
삼πou맹 downstream market competltion. On an려y경ng the exclusive 
contract, we take into consideratlon market competltlon 없nong 
retailers. This paper analyzes the design of the optlm허 sales 
contract by 떠king market competition into consideration. This 
paper clarifies the relatlonshlp between the observation on sales 
information and the manufacturer's expected private payoff. 

However , whether our result remains unch없1ged when costs 
between retailers are imperfectly correlated remains 없1 issue. We 
focus on an ldentlcal manufacturer and retailer and a common 
sales cost. Under a different cost structure 없ld 이S띠butlon떠 channel, 
an extension to more general distributlons should be considered in 
the future. Likewise, we have limited the argument to perfect 
substltutes. Under lmperfect substitutes or complements , this result 
may be reinforced because the competlt1ve pressure is weaker. 
Furthermore, we need to consider what happens when some 
inefficient agents withdraw from sales , that is , L18 >2/3(1- fl). We 
require more comprehensive results on the overall 낀pe space. In 
order to avoid the complexity of informatlon structure , we do not 
consider such asymmetric cholce wherein one manufacturer chooses 
to observe the cost while the other chooses not to. As 밍1 extension 
to this paper, lmperfect monitoring of the type of cost with 없1y 
monitoring cost should be taken into consideratlon. 

(Received 15 Januarν 2004; Revised 15 April 2005) 

Appendlx 

De대Jatton oJ qU( () ) 

Under the ldentlcal agent, the output level Is equ혀， qU( e ) 三qt( 8) , 
i= 1,2. We rewrite the reactlon functlon (1 9) as follows: 

(Al) 

Arr없1밍ng thls first-order differentlal equatlon (Al) on qU( (}) yields 
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the follo뼈ng: 

(t( 8)+ 
3 

F( 8) 

J(8) 

qU( 8)= . 8 E(θ. 8 ). (A2) 

When 8 = fl. qU(fl) =q*( 8) = (1- fl )/3b by (Al). It is noteworthy 
that (A2) is not satisfied when 8 = 8 because the denominator of 
(A2) is indefinite. 

(A2) is the first-order non-simultaneous lin얹r differen디al equa디on. 

This differential equation can be solved by using the ordinary 
fOlIllula. Replacing 암le right-hand side of (A2) with zero. we can 
separate the variable qU( 8). Under qU( 8) > o. 

1 dqU( 8 ) . n F'( 8 ) ~ n _, n :;; --------+3----=0, 6e(g , 6l. 
qU( 8 ) d 8 . - F( 8 ) 

(A3) 

It should be noted that F'( 8) = J( 8). By integra디ng (A3) in some 
intervals of the subset 8 ε ( fl • 8). we can obtain the general 
solu디on: 

1n qU( 8 ) + 31n F( 8 ) = C 1. 8ε(β. 8 ). (A4) 

CI is the option외 integral constant. By e째ressing (A4) using the 
e핸onential function. a gener외 solution for the above simultaneous 
linear differential equation (A3) c없1 be derived. 

qU( 8 ) = CF( 8 r3
• 8 E ( fl • ë). (A5) 

C(=e때(C‘)) is the option떠 integral constant. 
Next. in order to solve 야le non-simuItaneous linear differential 

equa디on (A2). we replace the optional integral constant C with an 
unknown function z( 8). 

qU( 8 ) = z( e )F( 8 r3
• e E ( fl • θ) . (A6) 

The fo l1owing equation is held under (A6). 

qU( 8)+ 
3 
-%-M 6ε(8.8]. (A7) 
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As (1- V( 8))/(F( 8} /j( 8)) = (F'(8)(1- 8)/ F( 8)) - 1, the non-slmultaneous 
linear differentlal equatlon is transformed as fo11ows: 

·@ 
-M l-V(1) 

b R8) 
j(8) 

F( 8 )3= 응(j(8싸 (A8) 

lt should be noted that (A8) holds also when 8 = Q. z( 8) can be 
obta1ned. 

(A9) 

By (A5) , we can derive the fo11o때ng solutlon as the general 
solutlon for qU( 8): 

qU( 8) = 1τ 대j( 8 )(1- 8 )-F( 8 ))F( 8 )2d8 +CJ, 8 E( Ð, 8J. (Al이 
bF( Ð) “ ‘ 

Co and C I are the option외 lntegr외 const밍lts. By replacing 단le 
integral constants within parentheses on the right-hand side of 
(Al이 with a definite integral, we can obta1n the solution as follows: 

qU(8)= __ 1 .~ 1f:(j(8)(1-8)-F( 8))F( 8)2d8) , 8E( (i, 8). (All) 
bF( 8)" ‘ E 

Fin외ly ， we calculaie qU( 8) under uniform dlstribution. By substi
tuting (All) for j(Ð)=I/Ll Ð and F( 8)=(8 - f1)/Ll 8 , ihe fi이lowing 

equation in Ð E ( Q , 8) can be obtained. 

qU( 9); --L-τr:(l+ (i -28)(8 - 9, )2d8. 
b( 8 - f2 r J !! 

1 . 8 4 

펴8 - 9, )3 l - 2 + 

1 , (8 - 9, )3(38 -(9, +2)) , 2 (1 - (i) - 3( 8 - Q) 
b( 8 - 9, )3 L 6 J 6b 

(AI2) 
-

When 8= f1, qU( (i)=(1-!l )/3b. The above equation (AI2) holds 
also when Ð = 9, Therefore, (21) holds ln the overall domain of 8 E 

[8 , 8). 
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Slope oJ qU( 8 ) 

Differen디a디ng (All) with regard to 8 , the slope of the output 
function 댄 8 ), 8 E ( ~ , el c뻐 be obtained as follows: 

3J(8) rro'N^'" _, __ ,, __ ,2._ F( 8)3σ( 8)(1- 8) -F{ 8)) 
배8)=-τy-，o' .... '\후 I J: (j( O)(l -O)-F( O))F( Ord8-

J(O) rre F( 0)3 ，~rln ，2 
--τ|l ” ---r(끽f( 8)"-Fl. 8)j' (8))d81<0. (AI3) 

bF( Of lJ 브 J(8) 

The second equality is derived by [에J(I- 8) -F) /3Jl ’ =(얀f(l -on 
-(5f3/3)+(헌f’/3J2). The sign of inequality of (AI3) is detennined 
by the MHRC, which is (d(F/J))/d8 =(f-당’)/J2>O ， because 2J2-

뀐>0 holds. 
We show that l+bqU(8)>0. By (p<l/J) ’ =4f3 -J'Yχf2 ， 

J(O) r rO F( 0)3 '~N _,2 
+ du(6)=1----- | J -----(장(8)"'-Fl. 8)J’( 8))d8 

F( 8)4 L‘J!. J(0)2 

_ J(8) r F( 8)4 rO F( 8)3 
----τ | --- -l • ε (2J( 8)2-F( 8)J ’(8))dO 

1'1 θ)" l J( 8) J!. J( 이 

J(8) ror. ,.,.. n\3 J(8)1’ 
τ J : 1.짜 8)"_J'-'J 

센 θf J.!!l ,-. J(8)2 
F{ 8)3 ，~N ̂ ,2 - -_: -_:? (2J(8)ι-F( 8)J’( 8 ))ld8 
J(O)‘ 

F( or J 8 
(A14) 

Thus , the condition U( 8 ) < 0 follows. 

Proof of Lemma 1 

We compare the output level under both the observable and 
unobservable cases. By symmetry, qO( 8 )三 qp( 8) and qU( 8 )三qt( 8). 
By (7) 없ld (2이， the output levels under the observable and 
unobservable cases are as follows: 

qU( 8)= 

。 (1- 0) 
q(6)=----

3b 

Lτ-( r~ !f(8)(1- 0)-F( 0))F( 8fd8) , 8 E(θ ， al· 
bF( 8)“: 

(A15) 

(AI6) 
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When the type of retail cost Is 8 = ~， qO( ~) = qU( fi.) = (1 - β )/3b is 
satlsfled. By comparlng (AI5) 킹ld (AI6) , the lemma c하1 be imme
diateψ derived. As qO( ()) and qU( ()) are the decreaslng functlons of 
(), we show that qU( ()) Is steeper 앙lan qO( ()) under MHRC. 

J(()) r r8 F( ())3 (t( ()) _qU( ()) = - r:'_ + L
J
"": :',4 I (~ q U I ß (2J( () ):l_ F( () )1'( ())) d() 

3b . bF( () ) 4 L J!! J ( () )2 

J(()) r F( ())4. r8 F( {})3 
= ----- | - ---7+ ι τ (장(())2 -F( () )1'( 8)) d() 

bF( ())4 L 3J( ())‘ J!'. J( ())2 

_ J(8) 
b앤 ())4 J!! L 3 \ “ v l f( 8)2 l ’ f( ())2 

2J( ()) r8 F( ())3 
= ----τ L ---r σ(())2_F( ())1'( ())) d() >0. (AI7) 

3bF( 8 r J!'. J( ())‘ 

The thlrd equ려ity Is derived by the derivaUve formula (pt /J) ’= 

4r - (F4(J')4)/J2). The last Inequ외Ity Is shown by 삼le MHRC 
assumptlon d(F( () )/J( ()))/ d() = (J2 - F l'μ[2>0. 깐1US ， qO( ()) Is always 
steeper than qU( ()) for all () E [ (l , ë). 
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